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Comments are short papers which criticize or correct papers of other authors previously published in thePhysical Review. Each
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Comment on ‘‘Crossover time of diffusion-limited reactions on a tubular lattice’’
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Li derived a scaling argument concerning the dimensional crossover of the bimolecular diffusion-limited
A1B→0 reaction in two- and three-dimensional tubular lattices, showing significant disagreements with
Monte Carlo simulations@Phys. Rev. E55, 6646 ~1997!#. Here we explain that this apparent discrepancy
originates from the finite-size effects related to the short dimensions of the tubes. Depending on tube width,
two different cases arise: one where segregation occurs before the crossover~the Li case! and another where it
only occurs after the crossover~the simulation case!. @S1063-651X~97!07311-X#

PACS number~s!: 05.40.1j
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In a recent paper@1#, Li elaborated on the dynamics o
random walks and model chemical reactions in tubular
tices. These are lattices of lengthL, width W, and volume
Wd21L, where d52,3 andL@W. The properties investi-
gated include the number of distinct sites visited int steps by
a single particle performing a random walkSt and the decay
of the density of reacting particles as a function of time
the model reaction systemsA1A and A1B. The one-
dimensional behavior is evident in these lattices at longt. At
short t, however, the particles do not yet ‘‘feel’’ the con
straints of the shortW and the two-dimensional~or three-
dimensional! behavior is apparent. The dynamical prope
of interest in such tubular systems is the crossover time f
dimensiond to dimension one. This crossover timetc is a
strong function ofW. Li gave theoretical and scaling argu
ments for thetc dependence onW, resulting in good agree
ment with some of our earlier@2# calculations~for St and the
A1A reaction!, but in disagreement with others~for the A
1B reaction!. The purpose of this Comment is to clarify th
apparent discrepancy.

The functionSt for a random walk and the reactant de
sity r(t) have been studied in detail for regular homog
neous spaces@3,4#. For St , both the long- and short-time
behaviors are well understood. For the reactant density,
asymptotic~long-t! formalisms are known and have bee
verified by computer simulations@2,5#. However, the short-
time behavior is more subtle and does not follow a sim
universal scaling law@5#.
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Li derived thetc dependence onW by equating the long-
time with the short-time behaviors, which is valid strictly
the crossover point. ForSt and theA1A reaction, he finds
that the scaling is of the form

St;
1

r
;t1/2Wb, ~1!

FIG. 1. Schematics of crossover regimes. The top~‘‘wide
tube’’! scheme has two crossover times. The first is the ‘‘Zeldo
ich’’ ~or segregation! crossovertc1 , discussed quantitatively by Ar
gyrakis, Kopelman, and Lindenberg@5#. The second is the ‘‘tubu-
lar’’ crossovertc2 of interest here@2#. For smaller and smallerW
valuestc2 moves closer and closer totc1 until they ‘‘merge.’’ From
there on~for a Wc that can be estimated! there is notc1 , only tc ,
which is still a tubular crossover, but with a different character.
this ‘‘narrow tube’’ crossover scheme~bottom!, the onset of the
segregation is forced by the tubular walls, i.e., the imposed o
dimensional geometry.
6204 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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whereb5d21, leading to the crossovertc :

tc;W4 ~2!

for d53, whereb52. This is in perfect agreement with ou
previous results. In analogy to Eq.~1!, Li proposes for the
A1B system

r215td/4 ~short t !, ~3!

r215Wbt1/4 ~ long t ! ~4!

and then similarly sets equal Eqs.~3! and~4!. This results in
a scaling

tc;Wa, a52, ~5!

for d52,3. This result is in disagreement with our earl
reported values ofa51.460.3 ~in three dimensions! and
a51.060.2 ~in two dimensions!. Li’s assumption implies
that

r21;td/4, ~6!

i.e., Ovchinnikov-Zeldovich asymptotic result, is valid
short timest. However, Eq.~6! is correct only asymptoti-
cally, for large isotropic lattices@5#. This is because thed/4
law is a manifestation of the segregation effect taking pl
between theA and B particles @4,5#. We believe that for
large enoughW this expectation would be justified, as se
regation in the higher dimension may appearbefore the
crossover to the one-dimensional behavior occurs. In eff
there are then two crossover points, as shown schemati
in Fig. 1. The first crossover~the ‘‘Zeldovich’’ crossover! is
from the early-time behavior to the segregation regime
shows up in all isotropic lattices. The second crossover is
dimensional crossover from the three-dimensional to
one-dimensional character~the ‘‘tubular’’ crossover!, which
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is characteristic of our tubular systems only. It is importa
to ascertain which crossover occurs first. If the Zeldov
crossover occurs first, then the Li scaling should be corr
However, if the tubular crossover occurs first, then there
no second crossover and we must modify the exponent
Eq. ~6!. For smallW ~the case of Ref.@2#! we thus believe
that the tubular crossover occurs first and there is not eno
time for the Zeldovich effect to take place. If we fit careful
the early-time slopes, i.e.,r21;tx, we find the values
x50.7060.05 in two dimensions andx50.8560.05 in three
dimensions. Using these values in Eq.~3! instead ofd/4, we
get for the scaling exponentsa51.1 in two dimensions and
a51.6 in three dimensions, in agreement with our pre
ously reported@2# simulation results,a51.060.2 in two di-
mensions, anda51.460.3 in three dimensions.

It was also argued by Li that, for smallW, finite-size
effects dominate and there may not be an exact scaling r
tion for tc vs W. Strictly speaking, this may well be the cas
However, the same is true for theSt andA1A reactions of
Eq. ~1!. Our previous results@2# indicate that empirically a
scaling relation holds~see Fig. 11 of Ref.@2#! for the A
1B reactions, even for lowW, e.g., for this finite-size re-
gime, which is not covered by Li’s formalism.

Finally, we note that from an experimental point of vie
the ‘‘merged,’’ singletc case~see Fig. 1! is the most inter-
esting property. It speeds up the onset of segregation,
anomalous kinetics, and makes it more pronounced in
sense that a power of 1/4 deviates much more from the c
sical power of unity than the power of 3/4. It is this th
makes thin tubular geometries into ideal environments
the experimental observation of the Zeldovich anomalous
netics.
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